Directions:  **Take Route I-84 to Exit 11**

**At the end of the exit, turn left onto Wasserman Way**  
(on Wasserman Way, you will go down a little hill then up the big hill)

**Follow Wasserman Way, to top of the big Hill –**  
You will come to a traffic light – Park is on your left

**Turn LEFT onto TRADES LANE**

**TRADES LANE becomes D G BEERS BLVD**  
turn RIGHT at the 2nd RIGHT onto unnamed street.  
Continue about one block to big maple tree which gives excellent shade.

**If no one is there, Turn around, go back to DG BEERS BLVD**  
take a LEFT onto DG BEERS BLVD,  
then a quick RIGHT onto an unnamed street, drive around building and soccer fields (on left) to big tree.

Phone #’s  
John Vaught: 914 414-0244  
Edie Trocki: 203 426-0555